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A RESOLUTION RECOGNIZING THE EFFORTS OF THE COLLEGIATE RECOVERY CENTER AND PROVIDING A TEAM FOR HOOPS FOR HOPE

Be it enacted by the Senate of the Student Government Association assembled.

Whereas: Substance and alcohol abuse are prevalent issues on college campuses in the United States; and,

Whereas: The University of Alabama’s Collegiate Recovery Center works tirelessly to “provide a comprehensive continuum of care for students with substance use concerns;” and,

Whereas: The Collegiate Recovery Center’s mission statement says its “[s]ervices range from prevention, awareness, and exploration of consequences for high-risk
behaviors to a supportive, safe, and engaging environment that supports students seeking or contemplating recovery;” and,

Whereas: The Hoops for Hope event is a charity basketball tournament to raise money for the Collegiate Recovery Center; and,

Whereas: The registration fee for the event is $250 per team; and,

Whereas: Funds from the External Affairs cabinet budget will be used to cover the costs associated with registering such a team comprised of members of the SGA Senate; and,

Therefore be it resolved that the 2019-2020 SGA Senate will supply a team of five members to participate in the Hoops For Hope Basketball Tournament; and,

Be it further resolved that copies be sent to the following: Dr. Stuart Bell, President of the University of Alabama; Dr. Kathleen Cramer, Interim VP for Student Life, Harrison Adams, 2019-2020 SGA President; the Crimson White Media Group.